EVERGREENTENNISCLUB
LEADING THE WAY IN JUNIOR DEVELOPMENT

PATHWAY TO EXCELLENCE
A key platform for the Evergreen Tennis Club to deliver success in Junior Tennis is
a clear pathway for students to come through the various stages of a well designed
program structure.
Starting with the our specialised Junior Talent Development Program children
will progress through the various compressed ball levels whilst developing and
improving their skill level.
With a grassroots innovative foundation in place, the strategic framework of
stepping stones can easily transition young players effectively through each goal
to a pathway of achievement and ultimately fulfilling their long term potential.
The five key stages for the player performance pathway commences with the
fundamental ‘learn to play’ age group. It’s important to note that these pivotal
elements develop through phases consisting of fun, development, participation,
preparation are followed by and motivated to competitive tennis.
This is an exciting time for tennis in the Mountains and surrounding areas as young
local talent can embellish and grow from strength to strength.
Success may come quickly for some, however realisticially there are no shortcuts.
We can assure you that hardwork, dedication, focus and a great attitude will reap
favourable rewards.
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These crucial progressive pathways are the
necessary building blocks for each young
player to evolve. We will continue to strive
for excellence with the ultimate goal being
National exposure and success...
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The pinnacle for juniors aged 14-18 will be an Elite
Development Program which is strategically
designed for the aspiring young pro who is
passionate about taking their tennis to the
next level.

E: evergreentennisclub@icloud.com W: www.evergreentennisclub.com T: 303 674 6884

From a grassroots innovative broadbase foundation, young
players can easily transition through each strategically
structured pathway developing and improving their skill
levels to fulfil their ultimate long term goal

Highly Ranked
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TRAINING
PROGRAM

Pro-Level
ages 17 - 24
Aspiring Pro
ages 15 - 18
International

Elite Juniors
ages 12 - 18
Yellow Ball/Performance
ages 10 - 14
Junior Development
Green Ball
ages 8 - 11 years
Junior Development
Orange Ball
ages 7 - 9 years
Junior Development
Red Ball
ages 5 - 8 years

TOURNAMENT
PROGRAM

ATP/WTA
ITF
Futures
Tournaments
Competition
Nationals/ITF
Tournaments
Competition
Nationals
Tournaments
Competition/Leagues
Green Ball Tournaments
Green Ball Competition
More advanced
technique, footwork
modified competition
Learning the basics
technique and footwork
modified competition if available

